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Abstract

The use of externally imposed hierarchical structures to reduce the com-
plexity of learning control is common. However it is clear that the learning
of the hierarchical structure by the machine itself is an important step to-
wards more general and less bounded learning. Presented in this paper is
a nested Q-learning technique that generates a hierarchical control struc-
ture as the robot interacts with its world. Furthermore, given the frailties
of real machines and the long learning times required, it is becoming clear
that fully unassisted learning for robots is unrealistic and when one con-
siders the tremendous amount of information that novice humans/animals
receive it is also unreasonable. Also, presented in this paper are methods
for pre-training and supplying initial guidance to prepare robots for future
situations.

1 Introduction

Much research is currently being pursued to allow autonomous agents or robots
to learn from their environments [1] [2]. Researchers have realized that for robots
to advance, beyond their current role of unintelligent drones working in highly
structured and controlled environments, to intelligent self-directed and adaptive
robots operating in unstructured and changing environments, they must be capable
of learning. The reasoning for such a statement is clearly seen, when one considers
how impractical it would be to attempt to quantify, solve and embed in the robot all
the control information that is required to operate in an unstructured environment.
Almost certainly, one critical problem would be overlooked and the robot would
fail, notwithstanding the vast majority of information that it was burdened with,
but never needed. Furthermore, situations such as space exploration often deny
designers the information required to pre-specify robotic control systems. As well,
many situations exist in which speci�c control would simply be impractical. For
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instance, if a designer has to foresee all the possible problems and then step in to
augment the control of a domestic lawn mower robot whenever a situation arises
that it was not explicitly programmed for, the di�culty would far outweigh any
bene�ts gained. In the face of these problems, researchers have concluded that it
is important to make robots more like humans/animals in so much as they learn
what is needed and they adapt to changes as they occur.
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Figure 1: Schematic of sensory, action and reinforcement signal con�guration for
a learning control system. In addition, external guidance in the form of scaf-
folding actions and auxiliary reinforcement signals is being supplied from a more
experienced operator, instructor or another robot.

2 Nested Q-learning

In ongoing research a nested Q-learning algorithm [3] is being developed that
allows for the generation of hierarchical control systems. Due to the nature of this
paper nested Q-learning will only be described in general terms, a more detailed
derivation is available elsewhere [3]. In nested Q-learning any distinct recognizable
sensory state becomes a feature. These features are discovered by the robot as it
moves through its world. The control strategies that move the robot between
features become known as skills. These skills are learned by the nested Q-learning
algorithm and can invoke not only primitive actuator movements, but other skills
as well. It is this nested and sometimes recursive action selection that allows for
a hierarchical control system to emerge.

In addition to learning how to cascade skills into a hierarchical top-down (goal
driven) control system, the nested Q-learning also learns the bottom-up (sensor
driven) reactive/opportunistic responses. These bottom-up responses detect sen-
sory conditions that represent reactive or opportunistic situations that require
attention. These are usually surprising or unforeseeable events that occur outside
of the normal learned routines. The bottom-up activations trigger a cascade of
top-down control signals in an attempt to avert a reactive or bene�t from an op-
portunistic situation. The overall result of the emergent hierarchy combined with
the learned bottom-up activations is a exible hierarchical control system. Within
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this control system operation is generally hierarchical, but with the ow of control
signals and activations not always in a top-down direction. This tangled hierarchy
combines the bene�ts of both hierarchical abstraction and bottom-up exibility.

The generation of hierarchical structures requires more computational (men-
tal) e�ort which will payo� by transferring previously learned skills to future
task/environment settings. The learning of a hierarchical control structure is anal-
ogous to a student who invests initial e�ort in discovering the underlying principles
(the structure) of a problem, rather than simply memorizing a solution (mono-
lithic). Once the underlying principles are understood they can be transferred
to more di�cult tasks. Such is not possible if the solutions are only memorized
were the information gained, albeit at a lesser expense, would be useless in other
situations.

3 Shaping Emergent Hierarchical Control Sys-

tems

Given the frailties and sluggishness of real robotic hardware (when compared
to computer simulations) the learning of a monolithic solution, let alone the added
initial di�culties of hierarchical structure, is possible only in toy-like domains.
However, when one considers the tremendous amount of information that is im-
parted to humans through infancy and training, not to mention genetic predis-
positions, it is clearly unreasonable to expect fully unassisted learning in robots.
It is proposed in this paper that, a robot controlled by a nested Q-learning al-
gorithm can be prepared for future endeavours much the same way that humans
are. That is, the robot is allowed to practice related tasks and what is learned
will bene�t it later. Thus, the concept is to prepare the robot as much as pos-
sible for its future tasks without explicitly specifying (because in most cases one
cannot) what the robot is to do. The robot simply learns as much as it can and
then will try and hopefully (if pretraining was accurate) be able to use part of
what it learned in training to its bene�t in learning other tasks and environments.
Apart from regimented pretraining, as the robot moves from normally task to task
and environment to environment it will have the accumulated information from
its past experiences which are available to it in the useful form of skills. These
transportable skills will allow the robot to learn progressively more complex tasks.
Eventually this continual learning will allow the robot to learn tasks that would
be impossible in a simple monolithic approach.

It has been proposed that in order to have learning robots perform in complex
(human/animal like) situations, the robot must be able to bene�t from similar pre-
training and guidance (also referred to as shaping) received by biological agents
and carry previously learned information to future endeavours. Figure 1 shows an
emergent control system bene�ting from two forms of external guidance. Sca�old-
ing actions are shown subsuming the robot's own actions. Auxiliary reinforcement
signals are shown providing favorable reinforcement signals that encourage the
robot to perform, and hence, learn skills that it would not normally concentrate
on. If the trainer is correct, these skills will later prove useful to the robot in the
future. Both these external contributions, in addition to the cumulative e�ect of
the robot's past experiences will inuence the shape of the control structure that
emerges. It is important to realize that just as one cannot reach into the head of
a student or animal in training and directly shape the control systems within, one
can only inuence what develops in these emergent controls systems indirectly by
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controlling the situations and rewards that are experienced.

3.1 Sca�olding Actions

From the development of nested Q-learning [3], the selection of a primitive
action or a complex skill is a combination of an exploitive and an exploratory
component. Once an action has been taken, be it exploratory or exploitive, state
changes and reinforcement signals result from which the control system learns.
Sca�olding actions subsume the actions chosen by the control system (initially
poor and potentially damaging) and replace them with the actions of a more
experienced robot or expert operator (perhaps through tele-operation). One can
picture sca�olded actions by thinking of how one move the legs of an infant in an
approximate stepping pattern while teaching the infant how to walk. The actions
of the expert operator would give the novice robot a coarse approximation of the
control strategies that the expert employs to accomplish a task. Through such an
expert/novice interface, the novice may be able to learn strategies from the expert
that the expert may not be able to directly articulate or present to the novice in
any other, more direct, manner. The old adage show me, don't tell me applies.
Furthermore, only the robot can see the world through its own eyes. Any attempt
to teach it or prespecify control strategies to it can only be improved once the
robot is in control and operates according to its own perceptions and actuator
capabilities.

3.2 Auxiliary Reinforcement and Staged Learning

The most important factor in the emergence of a control structure is the robot's
past experiences gained either by chance or regimented training scheme, just as the
present actions of a human/animal are undeniably shaped by their past. As argued
earlier, it is unreasonable to expect fully unaided learning of human-like tasks from
an uninitiated robot when humans/animals have a lifetime of experiences to draw
upon when learning a new task. In addition, many of these human experiences
may have been selected as part of a pre-training scheme. Thus, many component
control strategies useful in learning new complex tasks are already present when
the animal/human progresses to new situations.

Whenever an external trainer is used to encourage the performance of poten-
tially useful skills into an emergent hierarchical control system, it is called staged
learning. It is accomplished by using auxiliary reinforcement signals, as shown in
Figure 1, to reward the performance of potentially useful skills. Normally, these
skills would not be directly rewarded from external reinforcements but would have
to be learned by external reinforcement owing downward through an emerging
hierarchy. The greater the distance between the actuators and the �nal desired
skill, that is the number of skill levels, the more di�cult it will be to learn. Even-
tually, as a repertoire of useful skills is built up, the robot will be able to interact
and understand its world on an increasingly abstract level. Through a combina-
tion of pre-trained and self discovered skills the robot will attain self-su�cient and
productive operation. As always, it will continually discover and learn new skills
on its own in further attempts to improve operation or recover from changes.
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4 Simulation

To demonstrate the learning of hierarchical control structures and the e�ect
of shaping using sca�olding actions and auxiliary reinforcement signals, a simple
two dimensional robot and the world of Figure 2 was used. The robot's primitive
actions were capable of moving it to one of four adjacent spatial locations. The
robot's sensors sensed the color of the oor panel below it, the color of an overhead
signalling light and the robot's spatial location within the world. The world is
shown in Figure 2 (c). It had white colored oor panels except for one blue and
one green oor panel at the locations indicated. It was possible for the location of
these blue and green panels to change, moving to locations indicated by World1
and World2 in Figure 2 (c). The robot itself remained unaware of these changes
as it could only sense what was happening locally at its current spatial location
within the world.

S S

Green floor panel

Blue floor panel

White floor panel

World 1 World 2

Robot with primitive actions

S  Starting location for simulations.

Switches between the two worlds

     panel color and signaling light.
(a) Side view: Distinct states of the floor

Blue, Green or White floor panel

Blue White Green

Left

Up

Green signal light

Down

Right

Blue signal light

(b) Top view: Primitive actions and distinct
     spatial locations indicated.

(c) Two possible world configurations.

Figure 2: Simulated robot's sensory systems: (a) Floor color and signal light sen-
sors, (b) distinct spatial locations and possible movements of the robot. Simulated
world: (c) Blue and green oor panels in two possible con�gurations as indicted.
The locations of blue and green oor panels can change to that of World1 or that
of World2.

In these simulations situations were presented to the robot involving changes
to the training environment, the tasks and external inuences. In related work it
has been shown that in an impoverished training environment the robot will not
learn or grasp the complete structure of the task [4]. The robot was pre-trained
with two tasks using auxiliary reinforcement signals. These two tasks proved
useful in the robot's next task and demonstrated staged learning. Transfer of
information between tasks has also been demonstrated by �rst training the robot
on one task and then requesting a new but related task [4]. Figure 3 summarized
the features found to be relevant by the robot. Although these features were
subject to random discovery, they are presented in an orderly list for the readers
bene�t in the following analysis.
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Floor Sensor

Primitive Actions:

Q0 Up

Q2 Left

Q1 Down

Q3 Right

Q4 Stay

Skills:

Q5 No light

Q6 Blue light

Q7 Green light

Q8 White panel

Q9 Blue panel

Q10 Green panel

Table of Features and Primitive Actions

None Blue Green

GreenBlueWhite

Light Sensor

Down

Right

Up

Left

Actuators

10 11 12 13 14

98765

0 1 2 3 4

Spatial Sensor

Q11 Spatial position 0

Q12 Spatial position 1

Q13 Spatial position 2
Q14 Spatial position 3

Q15 Spatial position 4

Q16 Spatial position 5

Q17 Spatial position 6

Q18 Spatial position 7

Q19 Spatial position 8

Q20 Spatial position 9

Q21 Spatial position 10

Q22 Spatial position 11

Q23 Spatial position 12

Q24 Spatial position 13

Q25 Spatial position 14

Figure 3: Summary of skills and features.

4.1 Generation of Control Hierarchies with Sca�olding Ac-

tions

To evaluate the capabilities of nested Q-learning to generate control hierarchies
the agent was rewarded with the external reinforcement signal. rEXT of Equation 1.

rEXT =

8><
>:

+2 if light is blue and oor is blue.
+4 if light is green and oor is green.
�1 otherwise.

(1)

In this simulation sca�olding actions were supplied to assist the robot in learning
two skills, Q11 (spatial 0) and Q25 (spatial 14). The sca�olding actions used were
purposely chosen to be poor, but better than those that would be initially taken by
the inexperienced robot. After a period of time (around Time =70), the sca�olding
actions were disabled and the robot was allowed to fully control itself.

The locations of the blue and green oor panels were set randomly switching
between the two possible con�gurations as shown in Figure 2 (c). The overhead
signal light was set alternating between blue and green. A robot with no prespeci-
�ed information and sca�olding actions to assist only two skills was placed in this
world and allowed to attempt to learn to maximize its rewards over time. The
performance plots for all skills and primitive actions versus time are presented in
Figure 4. The vertical axis shows the performance of the skill or primitive ac-
tion. The performance is taken to be the total reinforcement signal that the skill
responds with whenever it is invoked (the less negative the better the skill was
performed). The axis that projects out of the page is the number of the skill or
primitive action and the horizontal axis represents the expired time. For clarity,
selected skills are shown in Figure 5. The vertical axis shows the performance
of the skill or primitive action. The performance is taken to be the total rein-
forcement signal that the skill responds with whenever it is invoked. Figure 5
shows that the primitive actions responded consistently with a performance of
�1:0, while all the adaptive skills change over time and usually improve. The
�rst skills to be mastered were the ones de�ned by the spatial locations, skills Q11

through Q25. What proved to be two higher level skills, Q9, �nd blue panel and
Q10, �nd green panel were subsequently mastered through using the two skills of
Q11 and Q25. The initial sca�olding prevented the short period of excessive poor
performance experienced by the other non-sca�olded skills and once the sca�olding
actions were removed the performance of Q11 and Q25 improved dramatically,. It is
also seen that the two higher level skills, Q9 and Q10 improve once the sca�olding
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Figure 4: The performance of all skills.

actions were disabled and the two lower level skills, Q11 and Q25 were allowed to
improve. Also shown is the di�erence in performance for a non-sca�olded skill,
Q20, and a sca�olded skill, Q25 (See Figure 5(e) and (f)). The schematic shown
in Figure 6(a) shows the distinct two level architecture that emerged from the
simulation. Figure 6(b) shows the movements of the robot for the skill, Q9 for
both world con�gurations. It is clear that a hierarchical control system emerged
which, when invoked by a bottom-up opportunistic drive, began to search for the
locations of the correctly colored panels.

4.2 Staged Learning

The world was set alternating between its two possible con�gurations. The
robot was then requested through the auxiliary reinforcement signal of Equation 2
to �nd spatial position 0, requiring the robot to learn skillQ11, and spatial position
14 requiring the robot to learn skill Q25. The control system quickly learned these
two skills as shown in Figure 6(c). The auxiliary reinforcements were then removed
and the main task reinforcement signal of Equation 3 was applied. Having two of
the relevant skills, (Q11 and Q25) already present, the control system easily grew
to its �nal structure and achieved successful operation as shown in Figure 6(d).
This successful operation required the robot to learn skill Q9 which ful�lled the
task de�ned by the external reinforcement signal.
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(c) Peformance of skill Q9, (blue panel).

(d) Peformance of skill Q10, (green panel). (f) Peformance of skill Q25, (spatial 14).

(b) Peformance of skill Q5, (no light).(a) Peformance for action Q1, (down).

(e) Peformance of skill Q20, (spatial 9).

Figure 5: Performance plots for selected skills.

rEXT =

8><
>:

+4 if robot is at spatial position 0.
+4 if robot is at spatial position 14.
�1 otherwise.

(2)

rEXT =

(
+4 if light is blue and oor is blue.
�1 otherwise.

(3)

5 Conclusions

The nested Q-learning algorithm was successfully shown to generate control
hierarchies of encapsulated skills. These structures resulted from having the control
strategies represented as many nested evaluation functions, rather than a single
monolithic structure. The skills encapsulated by these control strategies could
be invoked by other skills (top-down) or invoke themselves (bottom-up). As a
bottom-up reactive/opportunistic drive was triggered, it was ful�lled by a cascade
of top-down invoked skills. The structure generation was assisted by various forms
of pre-training and guidance. In general, previously learned skills were shown to
be transferable between tasks. Since next generation robots will be expected to
learn many tasks and operate in an autonomous self-directed manner, this re-use
and the continual expansion of learned information will make it possible for them
to learn di�cult tasks quicker.
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